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EXAMPLES OF DRUG INTRODUCTION INTO FACILITIES
Introduction

Instructions

- Inmate details how much may be made in one month ($300-$700) if the recipient does what the inmate tells them to do in order to smuggle drugs into the facility.
- Describes spraying entire greeting cards.
- Warns, “make sure that liquid don’t touch your hands if it do make sure you wash your hands before you smoke cause it’s like wet”. (wet is when users soak cigarettes in PCP to get a high).
Introduction

Instructions

- Inmate provides instructions to recipient on how to introduce drugs into the facility and then how to transfer them to him while in the visiting room.

- Describes placing the drugs into the finger tip of a rubber glove, double wrap it, and make it as small as possible.

- The recipient is to place the small package in her “pussy”, take it out in the visitor bathroom, wash it off, and place in her mouth.

- When back in the visiting room spit it out into a chocolate milk they will be sharing and then the inmate will drink and swallow the drugs.

Hey baby, how are you? Hopefully all is well, Im So happy you get us a place, it really means alot, Im gonna make this Shot. So I can get it in the mail right away, will you plz get me a few Subs like 6 if possible and put a package together for me make it as small as possible coz im gonna have to Swallow it put it in like a balloon or the finger of a rubber glove make sure you double wrap it, when you Come put it in inside you, if you want to keep it in your pussy til you get in to See me, theres a bathroom in the visitor's room where you Can get it out wash it off and I'll have you Spit it into a Chocolate milk we will be Sharing where I can take A drink and Swallow it, my boy does it every week and it works like a Charm, I love you and thank you very much if we can do like 15 a month I’ll Send you the rent $ and more plus ill be taken Care of from the profit.

I love you and miss you very much and Cant wait to See you.

P.s. if you Cant get 5 Just get what you Can and dont write anything about this in a letter back they open incoming mail.
Introduction

Instructions

- Inmate instructs to purchase “liquid spice” branded “wonderland”.
- Further instructs, “spray each page 2x front and back and let dry after each spray”.
- “Send 5 pages in each envelope, each page is 100$ send 2 envelopes a week to each name never put ur real name or address on envelope.”
- Tells to print on:
  - Legal paperwork, poems, black and white pictures of people, sneaker, or clothes.
Introduction

Instructions

• **THE “PRINTER” LETTER**

• Instructions on how to add synthetic cannabinoids to printer cartridges.

• “K2 & Suboxone sells & it’s krazy bro.”

• “They have powder form & liquid form of K2 & a printer page”

• “(1 page) can make $500 without me really breaking it down. If I broke it down & sold sticks I could make a $1000”
K2 Find

- Discovered hidden in a soft chair in the inmate visit processing area.
K2 Find

- Letter discovered and tested positive for synthetic cannabinoids.
- Paper was thick with imprints of Kodak Paper on it and had handwritten lines that appeared to be saturated with liquid.
K2 Find

- 12.5 grams of synthetic cannabinoids found in the female visitor bathroom during morning cleaning.
K2 Find

- 10 rolled cigarettes with small pieces of paper soaked with synthetic cannabinoids in them.
- Cigarettes with the synthetic cannabinoids were marked with a dark line.
Suboxone Find

- Inmate attempted to introduce drugs to a facility via mail.
- Attempted to make it appear as legal documents.
Suboxone Find

- 30 strips of buprenorphine (suboxone) found within mail.
- A picture was photocopied and placed beneath the original picture with the contraband placed between the photo and photocopy.
Suboxone Find

- Bible was mailed into inmate from “B&N 2850” but upon inspection 48 strips of suboxone were found.
Suboxone Find

- Barnes and Noble package with a book where 4 strips of suboxone were found in the binding.
Suboxone Find

- Barnes and Noble package of a Holy Bible where a total of 57 strips were found concealed.